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DIRTY TO DONE!
PART TWO

Put a new spin on your laundry routine with the Miele W1 washing machine and
T1 tumble dryer. This powerhouse duo is stacked with sophisticated technology that
will make you rethink how you do laundry--by thinking less about it.

THINK LESS ABOUT...
How To Configure Detergent
Sure, you can add your own detergent,
but with the top two new Miele W1
washing machine models one can take
the guesswork out of laundry thanks
to a feature called TwinDos—the
first automatic, two-phase detergent
dispensing system that delivers the
right amount (and type) of detergent at
exactly the right time. With the help
of CapDosing, delicate items can be
cleaned conveniently by using Miele
capsules. The capsules are placed in
the fabric conditioner compartment and
automatically dispensed at the precise
time during the wash cycle.
THINK LESS ABOUT...
Where To Place Your Machines
Miele’s W1 washing machine and
T1 tumble dryer can be installed as a
stack, side-by-side, or even undercounter,
so your laundry needs are easily met,
while providing a smaller footprint. Let
the W1 also surprise you with what it
can hold! The machine can hold up to
3 baskets of items (approximately
17.6 lbs) while also providing the flexibility
of handling smaller loads.
THINK LESS ABOUT...
Your Energy Bill
The Miele T1 tumble dryers help cut
down on operating costs (and save the
environment) by reusing heat generated
during a cycle. Plus, the low temperature
heat-pump technology protects delicate
textile fabrics and dries them with
convenience. Even more impressive? The
T1 tumble dryers have been designated
as the Most Efficient ENERGY STAR®
certified products in 2018.

A NEW GH SEAL HOLDER
Miele’s W1 washing machine and T1 tumble dryer impressed
the pros from the GH Institute Cleaning Lab. Here’s why:
The new Miele washer and dryer are easy to use and have large capacities for machines
of this size. With a wide array of cycles and options, there’s no laundry load they
can’t handle. The TwinDos system not only takes the guesswork out of measuring and
adding detergent and bleach, but impressively removed even set-in stains from our
test swatches. Our test laundry loads were done quickly and well!
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